
STITCH THE

RAINBOW

Bright collections like

Chroma by Alison

Glass are great for a 

project like this



Stitch up a spectacular explosion of
colour using curvy appliqué and a clever 

bias binding technique

BY COLBY RADCLIFFE

FLOURISH 



YOU WILL NEED
Q Fabric A and B: one (1) 

fat quarter each

Q Fabric C P: one (1) fat

eighth each (fourteen total)

Q Fabric Q Y: one (1) fat

sixteenth each (nine total)

Q Background fabric: 3½yds

Q Bias binding fabric: 1¼yds

Q Fusible web: 2½yds (at least 

24in width)

Q¼in bias tape making tool

QOne copy each of Templates

A1 A31 and B1 B31 (see Notes)

QOne copy each of Design

Layout A and Design Layout B 

(see Notes)

Q Fabric marking pen/pencil

Q Glue pen and glue refills

Q Backing fabric: 4½yds

Q Batting: 66in x 78in

Q  Binding fabric: ½yd

FINISHED SIZE
Q  60in x 72in

NOTES

Q Seam allowances are ¼in,

unless otherwise noted.

Q Press seams open, unless  

otherwise instructed.

Q Templates include seam

allowances, where necessary.

QDesign Layout does not include  

seam allowance.

Q For templates, Placement Guide  

and Design Layout, visit

www.lovepatchworkandquilting.com

QWST wrong sides together.

QWOF width of fabric.

QWash and press all fabrics well  

before cutting.

QColby used Steam a Seam Lite for  

her fusible web.

FABRICS USED

Q Print fabrics are Chroma by Alison Glass 

for Andover Fabrics.

QBias binding and binding fabric is

Manchester in Onyx by Robert Kaufman.

QBackground fabric is Essex Linen Mix

Homespun in Charcoal by Robert Kaufman.

QUILT

CUTTING OUT

1
From the background fabric cut:

Q Four 30¼in x 36¼in rectangles.

2
Cut your bias binding fabric on the

diagonal into 5/ in wide strips. Sew these

strips together along the short ends, using

diagonal seams, to make one strip. Use the

bias tape maker to make ¼in wide bias tape.

3
From your binding fabric cut:

Q Seven 2½in x WOF strips.

PREPARING THE APPLIQUÉ SHAPES

4
Trace two of each template onto the

paper side of the fus ble webbing. Cut

out each shape roughly. Following the

manufacturer’s instructions, fuse the shapes

onto the wrong side of the corresponding 

fabric, as follows:

Q Fabric A: Emerald Templates A3, B3,  

A11, B11, A29, B29

Q Fabric B: Peacock Templates A2, B2, 

A20, B20, A30, B30

Q Fabric C: Eggplant Templates A32, B32

Q Fabric D: Cherry  Templates A24, B24, 

A27, B27

Q Fabric E: Strawberry  Templates A23, 

B23, A26, B26

Q Fabric F: Salmon Templates A13, B13

Q Fabric G: Poppy Templates A12, B12

Q Fabric H: Pumpkin Templates A14, B14

Q Fabric I: Carrot  Templates A34, B34,  

A35, B35

Q Fabric J: Gold Templates A33, B33

Q Fabric K: Yarrow Templates A28, B28

Q Fabric L: Citrus Templates A17, B17

Q Fabric M: Moss Templates A1, B1, A10, B10

Q Fabric N: Turquoise  Templates A18, B18, 

A19, B19



Q Fabric O: Hydrangea Templates A9, B9

Q Fabric P: Plum  Templates A22, B22,  

A25, B25

Q Fabric Q: Chartreuse Templates A8, B8

Q Fabric S: Duck Egg Templates A4, B4

Q Fabric T: Sapphire Templates A15, B15

Q Fabric U: Cobalt Templates A16, B16

Q Fabric V: Periwinkle Templates A7, B7

Q Fabric W: Violet  Templates A5, B5,  

A21, B21

Q Fabric X: Thistle Templates A6, B6

Q Fabric Y: Olive  Templates A31, B31

5
Carefully cut out each fused shape along 

your drawn template lines.

PIECING THE QUILT TOP

6
Tape together the paper sections of

Design Layout A, to make a 30in x 36in

layout template. Using an awl or large

pin, pierce holes along the design lines, 

making sure to punch holes at each 

intersection of lines.

7
With one piece of background fabric right

side up, place Design Layout A on top,

aligning the outer edges with the fabric,

leaving a ¼in seam allowance at both inner

edges (Fig A). Secure in place using masking

tape or pattern weights. 

8
Use a Fabric marking pencil to transfer

the markings through the punched holes.

Transferring templates

a

b

Placement Guide

Once all holes have been marked, remove

the Design Layout and draw in the lines  

(Fig B).

9
Repeat steps 6 8 with Design Layout B.

Then turn both Design Layouts A and B 

over, to make a mirror image marked

design on your remaining pieces of 

background fabric.

10
Working with one background section

at a time, carefully arrange your fusible 

web backed fabric pieces onto the

background, using the Placement Guide.

Fuse each piece into place, following the

manufacturer’s instructions. Continue until

all four background panels have been fused.

11
Using the Placement Guide, find one of

the corresponding design lines marked

‘1’ on one of your background panels. At the 

beginning of the line, place a thin line of

glue and begin laying your bias tape on top,

so the middle of the tape follows the marked 
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line (Fig Q. Continue along the line, gently 
easing around any comers, and trimming 
the bias tape when you reach the end of 
the section. 

12 Stitch along the �uter edge of the curve, 

approximately 1/ in from the edge of 
the tape. Repeat along the inner curve. On 
the tighter curves, you may need to unpeel 
the fabric and gently steam back in place 
before stitching the inner curve (Fig D). 

13 Continue basting and sewing the bias

tape, basting ali the sections marked '1' 
on the Placement Guide. Then move on to 
sections '2', then sections '3' and so on. As 
you work, the raw ends of the bias tape will 
be covered with successive layers (Fig E). 
Make sure to continue the tape ends into 
the seam allowance at the outer edges of 
thepanel. 

14 Tobastethe mitred romeri, Secton 8, 

begin basting as before, and when you 
reach the comer, tum the tape to form a 
crisp angle (Fig F), then continue to the end 
of the line. Stitch the outer edge as before, 

tuming with the needle down at the comer. 
Before stitching the inner curve, make a 
diagonal fold at the comer (Fig G), and then 
press the comer into place (Fig H). Then 
stitch the inner curve as before. 

15 Keep working until you have covered
ali the remaining sections with bias 

tape. Repeat steps 11 15 on ali four 
background paneis. 

ASSEMBUNG THE QUILT 

16 Arrange the background paneis,
referring to the photo. Join one panei A 

to one panei B, carefully matching the ends 
of the bias tape in the design. Repeat with 
the remaining paneis. 

17 Join each of the sewn paneis together
along the centre, again matching the 

bias tape ends, and the centre seam. 

QUILllNG ANO FINISHING 

18 Cut the backing fabric in half across the 
width. Remove the selvedges and 

re join the pieces al ong the length with a 
½in seam. Press seam open. 



TOP TOPS 
■ T ry not to stretch the bias tape or you

will introduce gathers and puckers in 

your background fabric when you stitch 

it down. Gently ease your bias around

corners and along lines. 1/Vhen pladng 

bias binding around tight comers you

may get extra fabric on the inside of the

curve. This can be easily pressed flat 

with an iron and a generous application 

ofsteam! 

■ There are a lot of appliqué pêeces, so

we suggest labelling them when you

trace thern onto the fusible web 

backing paper. lt will help keep track of 

them and show where to place them. 

Press quilt top and backing well. 

19 
Make a quilt sandwich by placing 

backing fabric right side down, the batting 
on top, then the quilt top centrally and right 
side up. The backing and batting are slightly 
larger than the quilt top. Baste ali three 
layers together using your preferred 
method. We recornmend spray basting for 

eed and ease! 

2 O Ouilt as desired. Colby quilted small
sections of free motion quilting 

and filled most of the area with straight 
line stitching. 

21 Trim off excess batting and backing 
fabric and square up quilt 

22 Join binding strips together end to 
end using diagonal seams. Press seams 

open and trim away any dog ears, then fold 
in half lengthwise, Vv'ST, and press. 

23 Sew the binding to the front of the
quilt, folding a mitre at each comer, 

then fold the binding over to the back of the 
quilt and hand stitch in place to finish. 
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